A Faculty Election Issue

RTE faculty with University Voting Rights are those who have the title

research professor (all ranks)
clinical professor (all ranks)
professor-of-the-practice (all ranks)
senior lecturer
senior research associate
senior extension associate
librarian, associate librarian
archivist, and associate archivist.
A Faculty Election Issue

RTE faculty with University Voting Rights are those who have the title

- research professor (all ranks)
- clinical professor (all ranks)
- professor-of-the-practice (all ranks)
- senior lecturer
- senior research associate
- senior extension associate
- librarian, associate librarian
- archivist, and associate archivist.

Because of an error some additional RTE titleholders received ballots.

The Assemblies Office will take steps after the polls close to make sure such ballots are not counted.

Can be done w/o violations of confidentiality.